### Azure Fundamentals
- Azure Fundamentals (AZ-900)
- Azure AI Fundamentals (AI-900)
- Azure Data Fundamentals (DP-900)

### Associate
- Azure Administrator (AZ-104)
- Azure Developer (AZ 204)
- Azure Security Engineer (AZ-500)
- Azure Network Engineer (AZ-700)
- Windows Server Hybrid Admin (AZ-800 + AZ-801)
- Azure AI Engineer (AI-102)
- Azure Data Scientist (DP-100)
- Azure Data Engineer (DP-203)
- Azure Database Administrator (DP-300)
- Azure Enterprise Data Analyst (DP-500)

### Expert
- Azure Solutions Architect (AZ-305)
- DevOps Engineer (AZ-400)

### Specialty
- Azure for SAP Workloads (AZ-120)
- Windows Virtual Desktop (AZ-140)
- Azure Cosmos DB Developer (DP-420)
- Develop Generative AI Solutions with Azure OpenAI (AI-050)

---

### Microsoft 365 Fundamentals
- M365 Fundamentals (MS-900)

### Associate
- M365 Messaging Admin. (MS-203)
- M365 Developer (MS-600)
- M365 Teams Admin. (MS-700)
- Microsoft 365 Endpoint Administrator (MD-102)

### Expert
- Microsoft 365 Administrator (MS-102)
- Collaboration Communications Systems Engineer (MS-721)

### Security, Compliance, and Identity

### Fundamentals
- Security, Compliance & Identity Fundamentals (SC-900)

### Associate
- Security Operations Analyst Associate (SC-200)
- Identity & Access Admin Associate (SC-300)
- Information Protection Admin Associate (SC-400)
- Azure Security Engineer (AZ-500)

### Expert
- Cybersecurity Architect (SC-100)

### Power Platform Fundamentals (PL-900)

---

### Dynamics 365 Fundamentals
- Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement (MB-910)
- Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations (MB-920)

### Associate
- Customer Engagement Apps
  - Dyn 365 Sales FC (PL-200 + MB-210)
  - Dyn 365 Marketing FC (PL-200 + MB-220)
  - Dyn 365 Customer Service FC (PL-200 + MB-230)
  - Dyn 365 Field Service FC (PL-200 + MB-240)
- Finance & Operations Apps
  - Dyn 365 Finance FC (MB-300 + MB-310)
  - Dyn 365 SCM Manufact. FC (MB-300 + MB-320)
  - Dyn 365 SCM FC (MB-300 + MB-330)
  - Dyn 365 Commerce FC (MB-300 + MB-340)
  - Dyn 365 F&A Apps Developer (MB-300 + MB-500)
- Business Central
  - Dyn 365 Business Central FC (MB-800)

### Expert
- Finance & Operations Apps
  - F & O Apps Solution Arch. (MB-700)
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management, Expert (MB-335)

### Specialty
- Customer Data Platform (MB-260)